a fundraiser for our community

Tweet Sheet #IMAGINE4SHARE
Please feel free to Tweet any of the SHARE Family & Community Services approved
Tweets for our 2017 IMAGINE fundraiser!
Please feel free to use any of these Tweets during the dates specified. Once
you’ve written your blog post, please make sure you include the hashtag
#IMAGINE4SHARE when you post.
Remember – each photo you post will take up 22 characters. If you need to adjust
a tweet to fit an image, please make sure you keep the hashtag.

Prior to March 4, 2017
1. So excited to be a part of the 2017 @SHARESociety IMAGINE fundraiser – it’s going to be a
BLAST! #IMAGINE4SHARE
2. Did you know that @SHARESociety supports vulnerable ppl in the Tri-Cities? Funds raised at
#IMAGINE4SHARE go to all programs & services!
3. The #IMAGINE4SHARE fundraiser happens on 03.04.17 at the @HardRockCasinoVan. Want to
be a part of the fun? Buy tix here! http://ow.ly/4VcH308mcPx

4. See how @SHARESociety creates #inclusive communities offering resources to newcomers in
their new home. http://bit.ly/shareinclusive
5. Can you IMAGINE feeling isolated? @SHARESociety offers counselling so you never have to feel
alone. http://ow.ly/XWHEp #IMAGINE4SHARE
6. #IMAGINE4SHARE promises to be a whimsically fun night, are you ready for it?
7. @paintertainment are going to be at #IMAGINE4SHARE this year roaming with a fun prize to be
won!
8. @bespokedecor & @SpotlightEvnt are crafting up an amazing experience for
#IMAGINE4SHARE this year, can’t wait!
9. Excited to participate in #IMAGINE4SHARE online auction hosted by @GIVERGYCA this year!

Evening of March 4, 2017 -- IMAGINE night
1. The night is finally here! Very excited to try all the tasty eats from local #yvr restos!
#IMAGINE4SHARE
2. So many fun games happening tonight at #IMAGINE4SHARE, now which to play first? #giveback
3. Loving @paintertainment at #IMAGINE4SHARE ! Such a great addition to this event!
4. Just walked into @IMAGINE4SHARE and WOW did @bespokedecor ever create such a magical
wonderland!
5. These savoury treats are to die for – Loving [insert resto here] & their [food here]
#IMAGINE4SHARE
6. Sweet goodness! Have you tried [food here] from [insert resto here] #IMAGINE4SHARE
7. I just met SHARE Bear! He gives such great hugs. #IMAGINE4SHARE
8. Can’t make it to the #IMAGINE4SHARE fundraiser, but want to help? Click this link and give to
@SHAREFamily! http://bit.ly/give2share
9. Live & silent auction, good food and good ppl? #IMAGINE4SHARE is a gr8 event in support of
the Tri-Cities!

